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Local surface ooeffioients of heat t-ansfer, overall pressure drop data
and mean friction factor are presented for heat flamms up to 3.52106 BtuAr fta
for water flowing in a nickel tabe isder the following conditions: mass rates
of flow up to 5.6x 106 lb.ar ft3 (or inlet velocities up to 30 ft/xse), abso-
lute pressures up to 2000 pula, and liquid suboooling between 50 F and 250 T.
The test section dmnsins were 0.160 inoh I.D. and 9.4 inches long.
Very little information has been a laab4 L to predict heat transfer and
pressure drop performance for liquids with severe temperature gradients adjacent
to the surface, particularly then te surface temperature exceeds the nonmal
boiling temperatures. Recent works published by Knowles (3), Kreith and Sumer-
field (1) (2), and MeAdams et a1 (4) present data for this type heat transfer
process in the lower pressure ranges. Se data presented here for water was
obtained in August, 1950, and represents same of the initial data available
for water at pressures up to 2000 psia. Simultaneouuly, s=ilar data has been
gathered at U.C.L.A. Tis particular type of heat transfer process is encountered
in liquid-ooled rocket motors and in more resent stema power plant equipment.
* Ast. Prof. Mech. Eng., M. I. T., Caibridge, Mass.
* Instructor, Meh. Eng., M. I. T., Cabridge, Mass.
The test apparatus is a closed system consisting of a vertical test seo-
tion of pure nickel, a Hayward-Tyler centrifugal pump, a calibrated orifice,
a heat eiwanger, a pressure vessel, and an ion exchanger. A layout is given
in Fig. 1. Power is supplied fro two 36 KV 12 volt DC Generators driven by
440 volt, 3 phase, AC 600 rpm synchrenous motors. The generator outputs are
connected in series and provide a range of 0-24 volts and 0-3000 amperes. Thermo-
couples are located at the test water inlet and outlet and along the outer wall
of the test section, readings being taken by means of a Rubioon potentiometer,
Model 2703 and a Rubicon spotlight galvancmeter Model 3401-4. A bourdon type
Hes pressure gage 0-2000 psi is located at the inlet to the test section. A
Barton differential pressure gage 0-300 inches of water is connected across inlet
and outlet of the test section to reoord the pressure drop.
The test section (figure 2) coasists of a pure nickel tube (International
Nickel Co. "L8 Nickel) of .1805 in. inside diameter, .2101 in. outside diameter,
and a lengft of 9.4 inches. Threaded bushings of "LN nickel are gold soldered
to each and of the test section, and make contact with bronse end mounts, which
support the test section assembly and carry current from the bussbars.
The test water was circulated by a four-stage centrifugal pmp manufactured
by Hayward-Tyler Company, Ltd., of England. The pimp impeller and the motor
assembly are both enclosed in a single stainless steel casing capable of being
operated at a pressure of 4000 psia with a head of 300 ft. of water at 50 gpa.
The heat e"ahange system which removes heat equal to the electrical energy sup-
plied employes an intermediate fluid, silicone DC-701, beteen the test and city
ister
cooling water, in order to assure an absence of local boiling of the coolingin
this part of the irouit. Flow measurements were made by a calibrated orifice
with a Barton differential pressure gage having a range of 0-100 inches of water.
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The system pressure is maintained by the vapor pressure in an insulated pressure
vessel heated by 'hranlax electric heaters.
Because of eobani-
cal ptoblems it was impractical to measure the tube inner wall temperature directly.
Instead, this temperature was calculated from measurements of the outer wall tem-
pera.tr, the eleotric current, and the gemetrical and physical properties of
the nickel tube.
The tube outer wall temperature was measured at seven points above the tube
as show in fig. 3 from twelve chromel-oonsttanan thenMocouple electrically
insulated from the tube well by a ml sheet of 0.0015 in. thick mica. Around
the tube was a copper shield electrically heated in three sections, each con-
trolled by a variao. The space between the tube and the shield 'was filled with
Kaolin wool insulation.
The shield temperature was adjusted to the same temperature as the test
section thermocouple. Under such oonditions the reading of the outer wall thermo-
oouple can be connse1ed to be the temperature of the tube outer wall.
In the surface boiling region the tube wall temperatures are fairly uniform;
hene a uniform setting of shield temperatures for any one operating condition
resulted in accurately determined wall temperatures. In the non-boiling region,
the test section had an axial temperature gradient requiring adjustments of the
three variacs to cause the sMied to follor closely the tube temperatures.
A mooa-up of the test seotion assembly (fig. 2) was tested with condensing
steam in the test section to determine the effect of shield temperature varia-
tion on tube thermocouple reading. It was found that ihen the difference between
stem temperature and shield temperature was 100F, the difference between steam
temperature and tube thermocouple temperature was between 1/2 and lOF as recorded
b7 the various thermoouples along the length. These differences varied approxi-
mately linearly with each other.
J4 ;a I lip 114 f I ':PS '_ .- I !'
The inner wall teaperature was calculated from a Taylor Series solution
of the temperature distribution for heat conduction in an electrically heated
tube vith an adiabati outer vail. is equation ik is siilar to that pro..
posed by Xreith and S ,erfield (1) is$
7  (I+ to)(Ie) ). (1)
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For aecuracy within 0.5% the third tern way be negleoted, the working
equation then beomIngs
yn -- 6 '
t -at w ---MMMMO fAx + ......- .(2.a,)
Was relation -In-des allom, for variation of electrical resistivity
and themal acnductivity ith teAmp'ture and for electrical resistivity with
radius.
Maapr m~t t D . The power dissipated In any portion of
the test soetn is dependent upon the resistaneo, which, being a function of
temperature, varies from point to point along the tube. The heat flwc density
then vares along the test section length and must be calculated to obtain aocu-
rate results. For a small element of lengt d,
9 3.4 a I I X
D i* 4e r(l a At)a 0 (2)
for the tub. of 0.1805 in. I.D. amd 0.2101 in. O.D.
ne eletric current s deteI"ined from the measured voltage drop across
a 0.00001667 dba 0. 3. mnin shunt alibented by the Natioaml Bureau of
Standards. The shut as in series with the test section and its voltage drop
w e asured by a Rubioon potentimeter.
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The voltage drop across the test section is measured by a potenticneter
and a voltage divider nebmork as illustrated In fig. 4. 2e resistors were
General Radio Company resistors oa141bated at tbe N.I.. Electrical InstrUments
Laboratory. fte potential taps were made of nickel held in piase by set1anle=
steel spring clips. lbe voltage drop across the test section is then
, -R(3)
Test Water Buhk Tmamrau e. Te mthod of deterWining the fluid tempera-
ture at any station along the tabs onsisted of integrating q/A from the inlet
to the statdon in questAc and calanlating the fluid temperature rise from the
Inlet. NeglOeting axial heat flow and negleting te effect of vapor bubbles
on the effective specifte beat of te water, an energ balance 'esults in
- .(4)
For pasposes of graphica1 integpation, a plot as shomn in fig. 5 ma made. In
general it we sufficiently ascurate to iake the actual calculation by a step-
vise integraton between ay to stations a nd (n-l) In the form
T O) l o, )-o - A n-"I-r) (5)
Data from ti apparatus affords several obeeks on itself. The average
(q/A) calculated from the pauseasurement iiald be equal to the average ti/A)
as calculated from equation (2). Also he sm of the water temperature rises
between stations should eqiul t'" 1 .
n ls p .aue drop across the orifies we measured with
Barbon Differential Pressr Gages with O-100 B 0 scale. Its acouracy cali-
brated at atmsheric presmure against a water colmn ma withn 1% of full scale
reading. Tb. orific Ooefficient calibated by direet vighing at eight Reynolds
mubers for pressure drop readings fr' 10 to 908 H 0 had a root-mean-square
deviation of 0.5% for the high flow range orifice and 0.9% for the low range
orifice. The accuracy of the flow measurement should be within 1 per cent.
TeOMn P r p n Pressure drop across the test
section is measured by neans of a Barton Differential Pressure Gage, 0.300 inches
of water, connected at the pressure taps as show in Fig. 2. The pressure drop,
4 p1, across the heated section was deterined from corrected gage reading by
subtracting the pressure drops in the unheated sections at either end of the
tube as detemined from Isothermal friction factors. The temperature of the
water in the vertial test sotion is Onsiderably higher than the temperature
of the ambient water in the gags lead-in tubing, necessitating a correction fao-
tor to determin, the actual pressure drop due to friction and -meant-e change.
The equation relating these pressure drop values is as follows:
PfW = Ati +L (6)
Because of the addition of heat to the fluid its density changed in passing
throug* the test section. bis resulting anmnu change must be subtracted
frew-a to obtain the pressure drop associated with friction alone. Then
--- 
(7)
A friction factor based on the friction pressure drop my be defined by the
equation G .
2 p - 'J- (8)
and wben based on the pressure drop including both frictional and nmentin
effects 2 . L
-- am4L g. G d(9)
In each case the actual variation of density along the tube length was used in
evaluating the integral.
Accuracr of Results. The t thickness varied + 0.0003 in. Equation (2)
with the value of m introduced shows the first and major term of the series
to be approximately inversely proportional to the square of the tube diameter.
For the high heat flux tests the value of To - T, was about 607T; then the maid-
mum error of T. attributable to tube thickness variation was 0.47 and decreases
as. the heat flux is lowered.
The thermal conductivity data was obt4ined from the International Nickel
Company and the electrical resistivity was determined experimentally to an esti-
mated accuracy of t 0.5%.
It is expected that the inner-wall temperature has been determined within
a t 3 degree F error.
During early test runs black iron oxide was found to be depositing in the
test soction causing as uuch as a 500F increase in tube wall temperature in
two hours of operation at a fixed set of conditions. The scuroe of iron ions
was probably the Hayward-Tyler pump which, contrary to expectations, had a co-
siderable anant of ordinary iron. in contact with the test water. It was sg-
gested that the deposit was formed because of the electrical potential gradient
along the test water in the tube and the ions (hence electrical oanductivity) of
the test water. A mono-bed ion exchanger xonsisting of Rohn and Haas Resin MB.-l
Amberlite" in a stainless steel janket equipped with suitable filters was added
to the circuit as shown in figure 1. It is not as yet known whether this ion-
exchanger actually removed the objectionalbe ions or simply acted as a high grade
filter, but subsequent to its installation all difficulty with deposition of
scale on the heat transfer surface ceased.
The sys+m was filled with freshly cist1*1d we+er (0.70 pp as aC1 ani
tffreXdm+y 15 M air/ ) by manr a.& 'wpimiter loca4 at +ha top of the
ayw4rdTy1or pwip. As so as t+ war ceo *t a g6 t r bio4 6eaerid n
the Hayward-Tyler pump was immersed in water, the pump was started and water
was circulated through the test loop. Degassing was accomplished by circulating
the test circuit water through the heated pressurs vessel vented to the atmosphere
for a period of 1/2 to 3/4 of an hour. This period was found to be of sufficient
length to redoe the woygen content to approximately 1.5 ml air/i, as determined
by the Winkler Teohnique. Subsequent to degassing, the system was sealed by
closing the degassing vent valve and test water was circulated through the test
section at high velocizy. The bulk temperature of the water was increased by
applying power to the test sotion and the system pressure was increased to the
desired level by heating the water in the closed pressure vessel. The system
pressure could be controlled to ± 2 psi by the cbrm 4o strip heaters regulated
by a variaa. The inlet bulk temperature was controlled and maintained at the
desired level by regulating the flow of silicone fluid through the intermediate
heat exchanger. Cooling water flow through the ion-exchanger heat exchanger and
the city water heat exchanger was fixed at its maxima rate at the beginning of
the run and not thereafter adjusted. The water at the discharge of the ion-
exchanger was consistently at approximatey 0.1 ppm NaCl.
Hat Trafr in Foroo ConvMtio Withou =urame Boilin.
Looal values of the heat transfer coefficient at stations 2 through 6 (Fig. 3)
were evaluated by assuming a linear variation of fluid temperature with distance
along the tube. The tube wall temperature varied along the tube in the non-boiling
runs; so q/A was not uniform because the wall electrical resistivity varies with
temperature. Nevertheless the assumption of linear fluid temperature resulted in
at most a 3% error in the resulting local heat transfer coefficient for runs
involving high rates of heat transfer at lower velocities.
The results of these runs are shown in Table I and figure 6. The local value
of j is shown plotted against the local R . It is noted that there exists a
separate curve for the points along the tube for each run and the points near the
am 9 
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and of the tube are correlated by the equation
O. O 
__(10)
which is below the Colburn correlation line by about 17%. The values of the heat
transfer coefficient at the points toward the inlet and of the tube are higher
than the oorrelation line which is drawn for the points near the outlet end of
the tube. This is to be expected because of the build up of the termal boundary
layer. The tube has an L/d of 52. For most oases an L/d of approximately 50
is found to be necessary to form a fully developed thermal boundary layer; hence,
the trend of the data sems to be reasonable.
There is, of ocurse, the possibility that a film of contamination on- the
heat transfer surface would result in too high a temperature difference and thus
reduce the J value. However, this effect is disounted as being negligible since
it would have to account for an interface temperature error of from 2007 to 40
to bring the correlation in line with the Colburn correlation. Doubtless the
film exists since eramination of used tubes showed a slight discoloring of the
heat transfer surfas. It was extremely thin, however, reflecting incident light
as blue suggesting its thickness as the order of the wave length of that color
light. Also, inspection of Fig. 8 shows that if the true At is as much as 10*F
below that reported then boiling would occur at temperatures less than saturation,
which is laprobable.
nergy balances oparing enthalpy change of liquid with the electrical
energy were all within t 2 %, most of them being within t 0.5%. Isothermal runs
with the liquid temperatures above 40007 showed the inlet and outlet liquid
thermocouple to agree within ± 107 of the tube wall temperatures.
The values of the fluid properties were obtained from data taken from
We I man (8).
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Heat Transfer in Forced Convection wit Srface Boiling
Again local values of q/A as a function of temperature difference are studied.
In these boiling runs the tube temperature, and hence q/A, is very nearly uniform
along the tube. The temperature of the fluid is assumed to vary linearly with
distance along the tube. This assumption is not strictly valid for conditions
of high heat flux or heat transfer to a liquid with low suboooling where the pez-
centage of volume occupied by vapor becomes sigsificant. Since the effect of these
vapor bubbles on bulk temperature changes could not be determined from the measure-
ments taken it u.s assumd the fluid behaved as a liquid and as a chek On the
assumption the longitudnal variation in bulk enitalpy and thus bulk temperature
was determined by a numerical integration of q/A with length. The results agreed
within 2e7 of the assumed linear variation.
Figure 7 illustrates the type of information obtained fram a set of runs.
Five data points are obtained for a run, each at nearly the sans q/A valu- but
a different value of liquid suboooling. Similar curves for other conditions are
shown in figures 13 through 17 fram the data in Tables I and II.
The curves of figure 7 for various values of suboooling can be brought
together to fallon a single line by plotting q/A vs. (tv - t )at.$ the wall
superheat, as shown in figure 8. Here data in the region of surface boiling
(Table I) are plotted for various values of fluid velocities and pressures. The
points plotted here are the average values of the five points along the tube for
each run. The value of q/A along the tube did not vary significantly but the
value of (tw - t ) varied within ±- 2e frm the mean value plotted. It is
observed that at these high pressures the amount of wall superheat is very "all,
generally less than 10M at 2000 psia and less than 150? at 1500 psia. At lower
values of pressure near atmospheric Kreith and Summerfield (1) found values of
wall superheat to be around 60F. Errors in the smaller values of wall superheat
are magnified on the log-log type of plot in figure 8. The uncertainties of : 2
or 30F in wall temperature values have greater emphasis here. These discrepancies
hen referred to the value of (t - t ) are very mall, however.
The general trend of the curves of figure 8 show the se effect reported
by previous investiptors (1), (2), (3), and (4) In ae lower pressure range, e.g.,
at the higher beat transfer rates the effect of fluid velooity decreases and the
agitation of the fluid by the bubbles govs the rate of beat transfer and at
the higher pressures lees WlI superheat esiste at a given rate of beat transfer.
Local values of presourI drop could not be obtained beause such measure-
ments would interfere with the beat transfer Nsursments; hone, overall values
of pressure drop were obtained and are tabulated in Table III, and friction fao-
tors are shown in figure 9 as a fumction of bulk Reynolds muber at the arithme-
tic mean value of inlet and outlet fluid temperatures. he fand ff 5 values
are shown compared with the isothemal values found in figure 51 of MoAdams (5).
In figure 10 the ratio of isothermal friction factor to the friction factor
with beat transfer is plotted as a function of (A bA at the arithmetic mean
value of inlet and outlet fluid temperatures. The ratio involving f is so=
to correlate with the generally accepted line having a slope of 0.14, but the
ratio involving ff is correlated with a line having a slope of 0.60 for these data.
Presre Droc. In Forced Conveties Vie Burface Boiliat
Data of'Table IV is plotted in figures 11 and 12 and show the effect of heat
flux on the pressure drop quantities for friction alone and for friction plus
coetus change. When surface boiling begins the pressure drop begins to rise
slightly as q/A is increased. A velocity effect and an effect of liquid suboooling
or absolute pressure is observed. It appears that the effect of liquid subooling
is more pronounced than the effect of absolute pressure.
Since five local values of heat transfer coefficients were obtained for each
value of overall pressure drop there is such less pressure drop data available.
Generally one particular range of liquid subcooling values w, associated with
particular values of absolute pressure and velocity. At 2000 psia and 20 ft/see
= 12 -
most of the data were taken with a mean subcooling of around 360*F; however, two
runs were made at a liquid subooling of around 27*F. The curves drawn through
points Indicate that the offect on pressure drop of liquid subsooling is probably
more inportant than the effect of absolute pressure in ranges of these tests.
More test data is needed to explore more fully this effect.
1. For fully developed flow the non-boiling heat transfer data at 1500 psia and
2000 psia is correlated by the equation
cG k )
2. With surface boiling the heat transfer data plotted against (t - t ),
wall superheat, shows a principal effect due to absolute pressure and a secondary
effect due to fluid velocity. At high q/A values the we"l superheat becomes
nearly independent of fluid velocity and decreases as pressure increases.
3. For non-boiling heat transfer the friction factors my be correlated by
fthenaLl , 0.14
f,
(isoherml) ,0.60
4. With surface boiling the pressure drop increases with increasing heat flux
and decreasing subcooling and decreasing pressure.
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A Heat transfer area, sq feet
OP Specific heat, Bt/lb Or
D Inner diameter of test eootion, feet
E Test section voltage, volts
G Mass valocity, lb/hr fWs
h Burface coefficient of heat transfer, Btu/ar ftft
I Test section current, amperes
k !hemmal conduativity of fluid, Btu/hr ft ey
k, Thezmal canductivity of tube imll at to, BtD/r ft OF
L Test section heated length, ft
D a
'Rf a
P Pressure, psis
4P Pressure drop reading across test section, in. H0
6 P Pressure drop due to friotion and inate change, in. H 0
aa
APf Pressure drop due to friction alone
q/A Heat flux density, Dti/hr fts
(q/Al--(n-1) 2 (q/A)u + (q/A)(n-l)
ff Defined by eq. (8)
from Defined by eq. 9)
G (-I)
Outer radius of test section, feet
r. Inner radius of test sootion, feet
R Resistance, ohns
'rb Test water bulk temperature, of
In Test vater inlet bulk temperature, or
te ai vat outlet ULk tesperature, orP
to Test section outer wall temperature, or
- 135-
t
teat
TV
V
w
LI
Test scotion inner wall temperature, OF
Saturation temperature, OF
Wa3 temperature minus saturation temperature, t- t , e
Flow velocity, feet/sec
Flow rate, lbAr
= (ra-r)
Distance between thrmocouple stations, 1.4 inhes
Tempeature coefficient of eletrial resistivity, Ofl
Temperature coefficient of thermal oonductivity, 0F"
Nean density of fluid in test section, lbf/cu ft
Density of liquid in lead lines to pressure gage, lb/ou ft
Electrical resistivity at to$ aba feet
Electrical resistivity at temperature ta =kj (tt)dr
Mass density of fluid at fluid temperature, lb ou ft
Visoosity at film tempeabre, -42 * lbAr ft
1. Layout of Test Apparatus
2. Test Section Assembly
3. Location of hernoooupl.es and Potential Taps
4. Test Section Voltage Measurement
5. Heat Flux Density and Bulk Tmperatur Along the Tube, -B1oiling RuM
6. J-Factor vs. Reynolds Number for Forced Convection Without Surface Boiling
7. Beat Flux vs. Temperature Difference for Forced Convection with Surface
Boiling of Vator at 2000 psia and 20 ft/sec Inlet Velocity
8. Heat Flux vs. Wall Supeheat for Forced Conceetion with Surface Boiling
9. Friotion Factor vs. Reynolds Number for Forced Convection without Surface
Boiling
10. Correction Factor for friction Factor with Beat Transfer Without Surface
Boiling
11. Effect of Beat Flux on Afpa
12. Effect of Reat Flux on 4 Pf
13. Beat Flux vs. Temperature Difference for Forced Convection with Surface
Boiling of Water at 2000 psia and 30 ft/sec Inlet Velocity
14. Heat Flux vs. Temperature Difference for Forced Convection with Surface
Boiling of Water at 2000 paia and 10 ft/sec Inlet Velocity
15. Heat Flux vs. Temperature Difference for Forced Convection with Surface
Boiling of Water at 1500 pain and 30 ft/sec inlet Velocity
16. Heat Flux vs. Temperature Difference for Forced Convection with Surface
Boiling of Water at 1500 pals and 20 ft/sec Inlet Velocity
17. Heat Flux vs. Temperature Difference for Forced Convection with Surface
Boiling of Water at 1500 psin and 10 ft/sec Inlet Velocity
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Table I Beat Transfer Date Without Surface Boilin (cont.)
Via 0
f.p.s.
30.0 1562
30.0
30.0
19.9
tin
42
110
1618
1051
386
407
1049
20.0 1043 438
tout !:Nah
*F "Ha 0a
5w2130
504 130
470
462
491
514
64.5 338
3335
330
327
324
63.5 347
341
332
349
67 350
53.6 313
326
315
314
Rtu No. Statica Pin
2000
23-3
Nub
x 1073
2000
33-11
.735
.71
-71
1.60
1.58
1.57?
2000
498
502
506
503
493
477
453
446
234
.725
.72
.71
1.61
1.55
1.45
23-5
.705
.685
346
356
362
349
356
368
35
361
210
217
221
228
233
226233
238
243
241
1.4b
1.4r)
23-6 2000
30-1
.785
.75
.74
.73
.73
.735
.715
.715
.705
.705
1.74
1.70
1.65
1.59
1.*55
1.70
1.64
1.56
1.61
2 A'?
20.1 1099 373 414 197
198
202
.835
.825
815
.790
1.69
1.75
1 .67
-Clx N-t-
ke--
444
Table I Heat Tranfler Data Without Surface Boilng
Run No. Station Pin Vin G t
lbn tout Ub R
psia f.p.a. OF oF .N0 
-
2 2000 20.0 1083 409 4.67 52.9 315 225
4 332 226
321 236 .72321 241 .715 16-317 244 .7131-1 2 2000 7132 2 358 57.2 311 170 .96 1*865. 
322 173 
.935 1.914 308 178 .916 1.784 3 0 8 I 1 8 9 0 1 7 76 304 181 .89 1.74312 2 2000 20.0 1111 350 391 55 311 187
4 325 189 *8654 306 195 835315 199 825 L69309 202 
.320 il64
242000 20.1 1100 382 429 54.3 324 203 IS53 
334 2D9 785181
321 212 .785 1.64323 217 
.765 1.6334329 222 .750 2ll)a31-4 2 2000 20.4 1063 408 466 52.2 327 221 
.745 1.3 338 2674.5 1.6532-745 1.55239 
-710 1.54
31.42 2000 20 3 1063 431 504 53 35423.7 0. 6
4 347246 
.720
6
2 2000 20.2 1330 340 454 62 331 236 .70 3[.58
4
5
6
Table I Heat Transf-er
Run No.e
5"
560
10.0
10.0
30.0
30.0
548
552
1727
1711
-Station pin
psia
uayja w3.nouG siurrace juoiin&, k ce.
t out
34-3
t in
OF
223
Vin G
lb
f.p.s.
10 590
371
389
34~
OF
252
470
512
163
164
157
160
161
168
198
1.33
1.35
1.31
1.25
.690
2000
22.9
WH 0
a
22.9
35-2
£
2000
370
405
355
357
305
3U
1500
* 1500
173
169
159
155
157
172
177
166
169
172
404
422
403
406
397
439
432
413
409
412
318'
333
84.1
85.3
36.5
86.8
87.1
94.8
97.9
100
102
104
227
228
230
232
234
238
242
244
245
280
117
114
.94,
94
.93C
.35
.855
.830
.830
.820
.795
1.06
1.06
1.04
1.04
.995
.990
.990
.99r-
4
e7'~
~..
1 V~
- '~ t '-,
/5;.
-4.,
'
~
.3'-...-
It 1-3
59.9
61.3
63,8
647
66.1
113
118
122
6*15
, ~
* ~94e
9 ~4C
$~LIC
C01
C'OT
toz
U ST
1911
Oast
6/tT79T
qT
* ~M '.' .i.; oUJ. -~ '"
Tft-
91X
r 91
69T
4.T
9TC
0 ?,
0601t
'p.
U7v
060T
001
900a
wrp -,
OCKT
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00KS
005T
-v
0,~6
901
z. 5
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006'2
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vooe j
05T
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Swed
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HFAT TRANSFER DATA WITH SUEFACE BOILING
Tum No. Statiui lb
lb/sec.ft 2
p
psia
Vin
ft/sec.
itw * A&t subcoolGFP q /ABtu /hr.ft2
2000 30.1 641.5
642.5
643.5
641.5
642.5
2000 29.9 641
642
643.5
642
643.5
2000 30.0 640
642
2000 30.0
2000 30.0
641
642
642
643
645
644
644
644
645
647
646
646
2000 30.0 646
646
648
646
647
2000 30.0 647
647
649
647
646
200 30, a46.5
646.5
645,5
044.5
2
3
4
5
6
2
3
4
5
6
1585
1561
1548
445
457
469
481
493
448
461
473*5
486
499
476.5
486.5
496.5
506.5
468.5
480
492
504
516
473
487
501
515
529
471.5
485.5
499.5
513.5
527.5
473
489
505
520
534
471.
486.5
501.5
516.5
531.5
5.7
6.7
7.7
5.7
6.7
5.2
6.2
7.7
6.2
7.7
4.2
6.2
5.2
6.2
7.2
9.2
8.2
8.2
8.2
9.2
11.2
10.2
10.2
10.2
10.2
12.2
10.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
13.2
11.2
10.2
0.7
10.7
10.7
9.7
8.7
165
149.5
134,5
119,5
104.5
191
179
167
155
143
188
175
152.5
150
137
159.5
.149.5
139*5
129.5
167.5
156
144
132
120
163
149
135
121
107
164.5
150.5
136.5
122 * 5
108.5
3.15
3.15
3.16
3.15
3.15
3.12
3.12
3.12
3.12
* 106
x 106
x 106
x 10
x 106
x 106
x 10
x 10
x 1R"
2.4 x 106
2.+ x 10 62.41 x 106
2.40 x 1062.40 x 10
2.57 x 10
2.58 x 106
2.59 x 106
2.58 x 10 6
2.59 x 106
2.04 x 10 62.055 x 1062.054 x 1062.055 x 10
2.04 x 106
2.44 x 106
2.44 x 10 6
2.44 x 106
2.44 x 106
2.89 x 10 6
24.90 x 106
2.89 x 106
2.90 x 106
2.90 x 10
2.895 x 106
2.895 x 10
2.91 x 106
2.895 x 19
2.91 x 10-
22-2
22-3
22-4
163
147
131
116
102
1553
1553
1553
1548
6.5
6.6
7.8
9.8
11.4
10.1
HEAT TRANFit ATA WITH SURFACE 0IjNLG
G plb/ 2 psialb/sec.ftt
Vin
ft/sec.
te' Tx
OF
At subcool
OF
q/A 2Btu 'hr.ft
23-2
2000 20.0
2000 20.1
2000 20.1
*00 20 3l.
640.5
640.5
481
489*5
4.7
4.7
641 483 5.2
639 491.5 3.2
1562
1570
1618
1610
1602
1043
2000 30.0
2000 30.0
2000 30.0
2000 30.0
2000 29.7
2000 20.0
639.5 478
642,5
643.5
644.5
644.5
643,5
643
643.5
645
645
644
644.5
645
646,5
646
645
454
467
479
492
505
46U
475
489
504
519
450
466
482
498
514
7.7
7.7
6.7
6.2
7.7
8,2
7.2
5.7
8.7
8.7
8.7
7.7
6.7
3.2
6.2
7.2
6.2
3.7
6.7
7.7
8.7
8.7
7.7
7.2
7.7
9.2
9.2
8.2
8.7
9.2
10.7
10.2
9,2
155
146.5
153
144.5
208
195.5
183
.219.5
206
192.5
179
165.5
213-
198
183
168
153
171
160
149
137
158
182
169
157
144
131
176
161
147
132
117
186
170
154
138
122
1.86 x 106
1.86 x 10
1.86 x 106
1.86 x 10
2.53
2.53
2*53
2.75
2*76
2.76
2.76
2*75
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
2.99
1.57
1.58
1.58
1.58
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
1066106
106
106
106
106
106 
1.37 x 1C6
1.78
1.78
1.79
1.79
1.78
2.03
2.03
2.03
2.03
2,03
2.21
2,20
2.23
2,23
2.23
106
106
6
10
101010
ac~106
10~
106
Run No. Station
643.5
643.5
642.5
642
643.5
644
643
641.5
644.5
644.5
644.5
643.5
642.5
639
642
643
642
MEI
33-11
33-12
428
4405
453
416.5
430
443.5
457
470.5
423
438
453
468
483
465
476
487
499
23-6
23-5
5.7
6.5
.930-3
30-4
30-5
1049
1051
1052
1059.
2
3
4
5
6
2
3
4
5
6.
2
3
4
5
6
I
'1
Run No. Station b
lb/see.ft
A T ANSFEM DATA WITH SURFACE BILIN
p Yin tw
paia ft/see. OF
r
OF 4t 
subcool
OF q/A 2Btu/hr.ft
2000 20.1
2000 20.3
2000 20.3
2000 20.1
2000 20.1
2000 20.2
2000 20.1
2000 10.0
2000 10.0
643
644
643
445
459
474
488
503
643 468
643 479
643 489
642.5 452
643.5 464
644.5 477
644.5 489
643.5 502
643.5 440
644.5 454
644.5 46
644.5 482
643.5 495
644.5 204,
645.5 190,
645.5 175<
644.5 159.
643.5 143.
645 380
647 397
646 413
645 430
643.5 365
645.5 384
646.5 403
64.5 421
643.5 439
639.5 434
641.5 450
642
638
641
641.5
'5
'5
'5
413.5
431.5
,467.5
485.5
TX
avg*
7.2
8.2
8,2
8.2
7.2
1059
1063
1060
1057
1057
1130
191
177
16;.
148
133
168
157
147
184
172
159
147
~134
196
182
168
154
141
196
181
166
151
136
256
239
213
206
271
252
234
216
197
200
185
2.0 M
2.02
2.03.
2.03
2.03
1.54
1.54
1.54
1.74
1.74
1.74
1.74
1.74
1.91
1.92
1.92
1.92
1.91
2.09
2.11
2.11
2.09
2.07
2.34
2.34
2.34
2.34
2.53
2.54
2.54
2.54
2.53
7.8106
106
106
106
106
10106
10&10
106106
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
10
106
106
106106
106
106
106
106
10
106
106
106
106
106 6
4.7
7.2
7,9
8.3
8.9
222.5
204.5
168.,5
150.5
7.2
7.2
7.2
6.7
7.7
8.7
8.7
7.7
7.7
8.7
8.7
8.7
7.7
8.7
9.7
9.7
8.7
7.7
9.2
11.2
10.2
9.2
797
9.7
1o.7
8.7
7,7
3.7
5.7
6.2
2.2
5.2
5.7
31-10 1118
560
1.08 x 10
1.0 x 10
1.29
1.28
1.29
1.29
10
106
30
.0C
MW - --- ---Qmpw
HFAT TR4SFE DATA WTH S"FACE
Run No. Station
0
lb 2 Plb/se.cft psi&
Vin tv
ft/see. Or
T
er
4t .subcool g IA
OF Btuthr.ft
541 2000 10.0 641.5
643
644.5
643.5
642
545 2000 10.0 642.5
643.5
645
643.5
642
550 2000 9.8 643
644
645
643.5
642.5
1500 29.9
1500 29.9
1500 30.0
1500 29.8
1500 29.8
415
436
457
478
499
407
430
453
476
499
346
374
402
428
454
604 451.5
607 460.5
610 469.5
609 478.5
608.5 487.5
606.5
610
611
609.5
609
600.5
607
609.5
609
608.5
607
609.5
610
609
608.5
610 510/.5
t10.5
610 . 5
C.o 2
445.5
456
466.5
477
487.5
406
417.5
429
440,5
452
413.5
425,5
437.5
449.5
461.5
4,14-5
427.5
440.5
453. 5
466.5
-j
'Ufew
BOIL IN0
2
3
4
6
2
3
4
.5
6
1552
1552
avg..
7.1
7,5
798
5.7
7.2
8.7
7.7
6.2
6.7
7.7
9.2
7.7
6.2
7.2
8.2
9.2
.7e7
6.7
7.8
10.8
33.8
12.8
12.3
12.8
33.8
14.8
12.8
4.3,
10.8
13.3
12.8
12.3
10.8
13.8
12.8
12.3
4.3
14.3
1's
143 
-,03
L~,6
221
200
179
158
1.37
229
206
183
160
137
290
262
234
212
182
144.5
135.5
127.5
118.5
108*5
150.5
140
129.5
119
108.5
190
178.5M
167
155.5
144
182.5
170.5
159.5
146. 5
134.5
181.05
155.5
1.5
1.46 x
1.47 x
1.47 x
1.47 x
1.46 x
1.61
1.62
1.62
1.62
1.61
1.82
1.82
1.82
1.82
1.*81
1.82
1.84
1.85
1.84
1.84
2.09
2.10
2.11
2.10
2.10
2.25
2.28
2.29
2.29
2.29
2.40
2.42
2.42
2.42
2.41
2, 5 6
2.5c'?2.*
2. 59
106106
106
106
106
10
106106
106106
106
10
106
10 6
106
10 6
x 106
x 106
x 106
x 106
x 10
x 106
x 10'
x 106
*x, 106
x 106
x 106
x 10
x 106
x 106
x 10b
x 10
x .106tx 16
x 1 6
x 1%
x 10f
x
x 
- 1-
x .J
1618
1610
1610
32-9
2
'3
4
6
-4-
BOILINO
avg.,
FAT
Rui No. Station lb 2 P
lb/sec.ft psia
-5-,
TRANFER DATA WITh SURfACE BOILING
vin
ft/eC.
r
OF
At subcool C/A 2OF Btu 'hrdft
1500 29.7
1500 20.1
1500 20.1
1500 20.0
1500 20.0
1500 20.0
1500 20.1
15932'
3-
4
6
1051
1059
1051
1051
611
611
611
610.5
609.5
606
608.5
610
609.5
609
609.5
610.5
610.5-
610
609.5
610.5
611.5
611
610.5
609.5
611.5
612
611.5
610.5
609.5
613
612.5
611.5
610,5
609.5
612
612
611
610.5
609.5
611.5
610.0
414.5
428
42
456
469.5
44
454
464
474
44
441
452.5
464
475.5
487
443.5
457
470
483.5
496.5
441
455
469
483
497
445
461
476
491
506
449
465.5
482
49805
515
437
4c5
473
491
5Lff);
148
14.8
14.8
14.3
13.3
9.8
12.3
13.8
13.3
12.8
13.3
14.3
14.3
13.8
13.3
14.3
15.3
14.8
14.3
13.3
1543
15.8
15.3
14.3
13.3
16.8
16.3
15.3
14.3
13.3
15.8
15.8
14.8
1403
13.3
15.3
15.3
14o3
13.8
181.5
168
154
140
126.5
152
142
132
122
112
155
143.5
132
120.5
109
152.5
139
126
112.5
99.5
155
141
127
113
99
151
135
120
105
90
147
130.5
114
97.5
81
Th9
A~4~
i~ 3
ii ~,) ~
9?
2.75
2.75
2.*75
2.75
2.74
1.40
1.41
1.42
1.42
1.62
1.62
1.62
1.62
1.62
1.81
1.82
1.81
1.81
1.81
1.91
1.91
1.91
1.90
1.90
2.06
2.06
2.05
2,05
2.04
2.32
2.31
2.31
2.31
2.30
2.49
249
.48 ii
2 a
6
106
106
106
106
10
106
:i6
106
106
10
6
106
106
106
10610
6
106
106
10
10610
6
10 6
106
106
10610
6
106
106
106
106
10
106
106
106
106
10
-g
1050
105133-9
13.8
15.2
15.2
.. *310572
3
4
1500 20.1
rRun No.'Station
G
lb t 2lb,/see.ft
p
pau
At subcool
*F
q/A 2Btu/hr.ft
1500 10.0 603.5
606.5
1500 10.02 605
0615W ~jV 6
607.5
1500 10.03 604
604
605
606
35-4
35-5
35-6
35-7
549
543
541
541
1500 9.9
1500 909
410
422
398.5
415
431.5
448
464.5
422.5
442
461.5
481
500.5
435
437
459
481
503
606.5 344
606.5 370
606.5 396
605.5 422
604.5 448
607
606.5
606.5
604.5
603.5
355
382
409
436
463
7.3
10.3
8.8
9.8
11.8
11.3
11.3
7-.8
7.8
8.8
8.3
7.8
8.3
8.3
8.3
8.3
6.8
10.3
10.3
10.3
9.3
8.3
10.8
10.3
10.3
8.3
7.3
186
174.
197.5
181
164.5
148
131.5
173.5
154
134.5
U5
95.5
181
159
137
115
93
252
226
200
174
148
241
234
187
160
133
.896 x 1o6
.896 x 10
1.12
1.13
1.14
1.14
1.14
1.39
1.39
1.39
1.39
1.39
1.56
1.56
1.56
1.56
1.55
1.81
1.81
1.81
1.80
1.80
1.85 x
1.84'x
1.84 x
1.84 x
1.83 x
6106
106
106
106
1066
106106
1010
610
106
106
106
106
106104
106.
106
106
106
106106
106
1500 10.01
Tx
avg
604.5
603
603
10 .
35-8
35-9
559
556
ii
HUT TIMMS DATt,-f ITI-I
W*
Table III PRESSURE DIDP WITHOUT SURFACE BOILING
G V
1b.x
so.-, aC ,
TV, avg lin
OF
1098
1081
1132
1114
1098
1081
1728
1712
1665-
1640
1570
1162
20.1
20.0
20.1
20.0
20.1
20.4
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.2
20.6
492
583
420
473
522
581
349
378
428
486
566
426
373
409
327
350
382
408
305
314
348
379
423
323
414
467
358
391
429
466
18M
333
373
412
367
357
rout AbIAw
at?'-
avg
2000 unia
1.275
1.34
1.25
1.31
1.305
1.35
1522 RsA
1.13
1.17
1.185
1.26
1.31
1.29
4 4Pf s3
"H 0
a
54.8
54.4
58.1
56.0
55.6
53.7
117.3
115.0
111.0
107.2
103.1
57.4
.fff
x105
360
345
383
365
350
328
355
343
330
320
295
355
338
x 105
388
392
401
392
382
373
360
354
346
342
333
375
Sisotheru
x 105
405
395
415
410
400
396
388
385
378
372
365
412
at
178,500
198,000
157,000
169,400
185,500
197,000
217,200
226,000
248,500
268,500
293,000
161,200
-3 1090 - 20.2 527
uA~ No.
-2
-3
-2
-3
4
'-5
376 427 1.v33 53.5 374 1400 184,000
Table IV PRESSURE DROP WITH SURFACE BOILING
nI M- No.
33-n
13
10- 3
4
5
6
-4 5
6
.7
8
9
10
5
6
7,
9 6
7
8
9
10
11
5
6
7
8
9
10
-5
6
7
8
9
p 0
psia. ft/see lbW'sec.ft
2000
2000
2000
1500
1500
1500
30.0
30.0
29.7
20.1
20.1
20.1
20.1
20.3
20.3
20.1
20.1
20.2
20.1
10.0
10.0
9.8
29.9
29.9
30.0
29.8
29.8
29.7
20.1
20.1
20.0
20.0
20.0
20.1
20.1
10.0
10.0
10.0
9.9
9.9
161
1610
1602
1051
1052
10$9
1059
1063
1060
100.
1057
130
1118
541
545
550
1552
1552
1618
1610
1610.
1593
1051
1059
1051
1051
1050
1051
1057
543
541
541
559
556
q/AxlO
Btu/bz'Jt'
2.53
2.76
$4100
1,78
2.03
2.23
2.20
1.54
1.74
1.92
2.10
2.34
2.54
1.47
1.62
1.82
1.84
2.10
2.29
2.42
2.59
2.75
1.42
1.62
1.81
1.91
2.05
2.31
2.59
1.14
1.39
1.56
1.81
1.84
tw,avg
F
643
643
644
644
644
645
644
643
644
644
645
646
645
643
643
644
608
609
608
609
610
611
609
610
610
6n
611n
611
6n
607
604
604
606
606
Tin
F
386
398
403
436
440
428
424
431
435
421
420
340
340
387
376
309
439
431
390
397
397
396
430
425
426
422
426
427
413
F
470
491
503
523
539
537
523
504
519
514
520
454
464
527
531
487
500
501
468
478
484
489
499
504
515
517
527
539
534
tsat avg
F
208
191
183
156
146
153
162
168
159
168
166
239
234
179
182
242
107
130
167
158
156
154
132
131
125
126
119
13
122
WH 0 PH 0
2 .2
111.1 90.1
115.8 90.3
123.1 94.8
!P.0 44.7
63.8 4915,
65.6 A
65.7
26,8
29.6
31.1
107.5
18.1
115.4
n7.3
123.0
126.0
55,6
61.2
67.7
72.0
74.3
81.8
84.6
21.9
24.3
25.3
89,5
97.5
95.1
96.1
99.5
-101,0
46 .4
52.6
55.2
59.2
60.3
54.0
66.7
376 487 164 22.6 19.3
396 528 134 26.7 22.2
385 534 136 27.7 22.5
309 485 199 27.9 21.9
319 2 L
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